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Optical System Design for the Laser Printing System, by John R. Lewisand LaurenceM.
Hubby, Jr. The goatwasto optimizeprinting speedand resolutionconsistentwith economy
of production, data rate, and process parameters.
Laser Printer Optics Control and Diagnostic Circuit, by Gary L. Holland lhis sysfem
drives the laser-beammodulatorand checks the optics module.
A Synchronous Mirror-Motor Drive for the Laser Printer, by GaryL. Holtand The scanning mirror sweeps the laserbeam acrossthe page. Thiscircuit keeps it turningat constant
speed.
Laser Printer Machine Control System, by James D. Crumly and Von L. Hansen lhls
microprocessorsyslem controlseverythingin the laserprinter except data formatting.
Sensing Paper Jams, by Gary L. Holland If the paper drive motor is going too fast or too
slowly, the paper may have jammed or torn.
Solid-State Microwave Signal Generators for Today's Exacting Requirements, by
Donald R. Chambers and Steyen N. Sanders They have excellent spectral purity, high
accuracy, versatilemodulationcapabilities,and powertul se/f-festfeatures.
High-PerformanceWideband Cavity-TunedSolid-StateOscillators, by Edward G. Cristat,
Arthur N. Woo, Phittip G. Fosfer, and Ronald F. Stiglich Ihese novel designs use a pair of
osciltatorcircuitscoupled into a singlehigh-accuracytunable cavity.
A Wide-Dynamic Range Pulse Leveling Scheme, by James F. Catlin Ihls design
provides teveled output power over a range of 145 dB for both CW signalsandpulses as
narrowas 100 nanoseconds.
Microwave Solid-StateAmplifiers and Modulators for Broadband SignalGenerators, by
Kim PotterKihlstrom Basic hybrid microcircuit designs are custamized for each of four
signal generatormodels.
How do you replacean act that'sbeen playingfor twentyyearsand is stilldrawingplentyof
customers?Engineersat HP's StanfordPark Divisionhad to find the answerwhen they set
out to design replacemenlsfor HP's long-livedline of klystronsignal generators.These
generatorsare much prized by customerswho need tunable sources of pure stable mi'
crowavefrequencies.In each generatoris a klystronoscillatortube, its frequencyof oscillation determinedby a mechanicallytuned microwavecavity (a metal-enclosedspace ol
combinationis hardto beatfor spectralpurity,
controlledsize and shape).The cavity-klystron
but it makes for a big, unwieldy package, and just about any twenty-year-olddesign
can be improvedby applyingthe latesttechnology.The engineerskeptthe cavitytuning,replacedthe klystrons
with transistors,added a microprocessor,appliedup-to-datecircuitdesigntechniquesand some novel ideas,
and gave us the new 8683r'/Band 8684r'V8
microcircuits,
implementedmany criticalcircuitsas state-of-the-art
MicrowaveSignalGenerators.The projecttook a longtime becauseit wasn'teasyto matchthat klystronspectral
purity,butthe new generatorsdo matchit and surpassthe old generatorsin everyotherperformancearea.You'll
find an overviewof the new generatorson page 16, a descriptionof the cavity-tunedoscillatorson page20, and
otherdesignarticleson pages26 and 30. Our coverphotographthis monthshowsthe disassembledcavityand
tuningmechanismin frontof the 86848 SignalGenerator.The cavitymechanismlivesbehindtheknobon the left
side of the frontpanel.
Pages3through 15 of this issuecompleleour coverageof the 2680 LaserPrintingSystem.Lastmonth'sissue
was entirelydevotedto this versatile,cost-effectivecomputeroutputprinter.This monthyou can readaboutthe
drum,and aboutthe
opticalsystemthat guidesthe laserbeamon its pathfromthe laserto the photoconductive
electronicsubsystemthat monitorsand controlsthe printer.
machinecontrolsystem,the microprocessor-based
In this year'sJanuaryissuewe encloseda readeropinionquestionnaire.Our computerhas now digestedthe
returns and is beginningto give us data that will help shape the future of the Hewlett-PackardJournal.
of our readersreturnedthe questionnaire.Many enclosednotes and letters.We were
Worldwide, aboul 4o/o
pleasedto find that 49o/oof our readershave been with us more than five years and 53% file the Journalfor
reference.To those who shared their opinionswith us, our sincerethanks.
-R. P. Dolan
. ancy S Vanderbloom
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OpticalSystemDesignfor the Laser
PrintingSystem
Hereare the detailsof the opticalsysfem
of the 2680Laser
PrintingSysfemdescribedin thesepages lastmonth.
by John R. Lewisand LaurenceM. Hubby,Jr.
HE OPTICAL SYSTEM of the 2680 Laser Printing
Systemis designedto provide the highest resolution
and printing speedpossible consistentwith reasonable economy of production, the data rate capability of the
digital electronics, and the properties of the electrophotographic process. A variety of factors influenced the
choice of each component and the configuration chosen for
each portion of the design.
In the optical system, light from a laser source is shaped
into a spot of the desired diameter at the photoconductor
drum by the scan lens. Action ofthe scanner produces a line
scan across the drum, forming the horizontal portion of a
high-resolution raster scan. The rotation of the drum provides the vertical scan. A stream of information is impressed upon the light beam by the modulator in response
to commands from the character processor.
The scanning system is required to produce a spot of
accurate size that yields the required developed dot diameter. The length of the scan line produced must be sufficient
to cover the desired copy size (European ,t4 paper,
2'l,OxZg7mm), and thus a number of resolvable spots equal
to the ratio of these two quantities is required. Laser power
should be sufficient to allow copy to be produced as fast as
permitted by either the electrophotographic process or the
rate at which data can be written, whichever is more restrictive, and the capabilities of the scanner and modulator must
be consistent with this speed.
Laser and Process Characteristics
A helium-neon laser was chosen for several reasons.
First, the demonstrated maintenance-free life of hardsealed helium-neon lasers (20,000 hours) is three to ten
times longer than that of any of the other candidates, while
its initial cost is of the order of ten times lower. Second, the
size and power consumption of these units are modest,
particularly compared to devices such as ion lasers.
Third, the wavefront quality produced by the device is
excellent, and fourth, the photoconductor sensitivity at the
HeNe emission wavelength (633 nm) is good.
The dot placement resolution used in the 26804 is 141
g.m, corresponding to an optical dot size of about 125 p,m,
and the exposure required is about 1.5 microjoules per
square centimetre, corresponding to an optical energy
required for each dot of 1.85 xt}-a
t-tJ.A five-milliwatt
laser is used, allowing dots to be written at a rate given by:
Rate : (5 x 103 p,Jls)l(I.Bsx1o-4 s.l/dot)
: 2 . 7 1x 1 0 / d o t s / s

The actual writing rate cannot be this high because the
optical system has an overall transmission of about 35%,
and a safety margin of roughly another factor of 1.5 must be
allowed to account for the decrease in the laser's power over
its useful life. The required dot rate is thus something less
than 6x106 dots/second, corresponding to a data rate of
about 0.75 megabytes/second.The five-milliwatt laser is
quite adequate for these numbers. This is fortunate because
the price and physical size of helium-neon lasers increase
dramatically as the output power exceeds five milliwatts.
The helium-neon laser requires an external modulator for
such data rates, and devices operating on two different
principles were given consideration: acoustooptic and electrooptic. The data rates required are a problem for neither.
However, the acoustooptic modulator is free from thermal
drift effects which cause the electrooptic device to require
periodic readjustment, is more compact and cheaper, will
work with unpolarized light without causing additional
loss, and does not require high-voltage components in its
driver. It was therefore the obvious choice.

Scanner

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Postobjectivescanning. (b) Preobjectivescanning
The 26804 Laser Printer uses /a).
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Scanning Method
The scanningsystemconsistsof two major parts,the scan
objectivelens and the scanner.The order in which the beam
encountersthese two componentsas it progressestoward
the final imageplaneforms the basisfor the usual classification ofscanning systemsas either postobjectiveor preobjective. Postobjectivescanning is shown in Fig. 1a, and is
attractivebecauseonly a very simple scan lens is required
ffrequentlyjust a single element).The arrangementhas the
disadvantage,however, of producing a curved focal surface. Preobjectivescanning, shown in Fig' 1b. requires a
much more complex scanlens,but this complexity can then
be exploited to produce not only a flat focal plane, but one
correctedfor angular distortions as well' The maior factors
that determine which configuration must be used are the
systemresolution and overall size constraints.As shown in
Fig. 2a, a laser beam near focus remains nearly constantin
diameterfor a finite distance,called the depth of field, and
this distanceincreasesas the squareof the f-number of the
lens that producesthe focus. Since the size of the focused
spot also depends upon this same quantity, the lens
f-number and hence the depth of field are determined by
resolution requirementsand the wavelength of the laserlight'
If the resulting depth of field is large enough and/orthe scanning system can be located sufficiently far from the scan
plane, a curved focal surfacecan be tolerated,as shown in
Fig. zb, and postobjectivescanningmay be used' In the case
of the 2680A, the required spot size is 125 ptm and the laser
wavelengthis 0.6328Pm. Thus:
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Using the geometry of Fig. 2b and allowing a factor of
roughly two for tolerance buildup in the remainder of the
system, we could then place the scanning system about 850
mm from the photoconductor drum, corresponding to a
scan half-angle ofabout 10 degrees. The differencebetween
x and tanfx) at this angle is only is only about 1%, and thus
the angular distortion shown in Fig. 1a would be so small as
to need no correction or only very slight correction. These
are reasonable numbers, and such a basic layout was chosen
for the 2980A scanning system.
The specifications the scanner must meet have by now
been fairly well defined, either directly or indirectly'
The scanner must resolve a number of spots given by:

orspots
number
- ;,,lilTj,;1:xl'11;-.';11,'""
within the aforementioned scan angle of about 20 degrees.
The lines must be scanned at a rate that corresponds to a
maximum dot rate of about 6 x 106 dots/s. Also, the scanning
system has a finite duty cycle (fraction of time spent printing). Assuming a duty cycle of 46%, the line scan rate is
line scan rate : (0.46)(6x106 dots/s)/(2048dots/line)
: 1350 lines/s
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The performance of scanners based upon rotating polygonal mirrors, single mirrors attached to galvanometers,
acoustooptic interactions, and the electrooptic effect in certain crystals were considered in light of the above requirements, and it quickly became obvious that only the first of
these devices could achieve both the required resolution
and scan rate comfortably at a reasonable cost. The electrooptic devices are not capable of enough spots. Acoustooptic
deflectors have been reported with up to 10,000-spot capability, but these devices are complex and expensive. Mirrored galvanometers are capable of enough spots, but can
only achieve the required scan rate in resonant systems.
This would require the scan velocity to vary sinusoidally,
resulting in line-linearity and exposure-level variations
that would be unacceptable unless the field were very substantially overscanned. Since such overscanning would require an unacceptably low duty cycle, galvanometers were
eliminated from consideration.

WobbleCorrection

Fig. 2. lf the depth of field of the focused laser beam is
sufficient, a cuNed focal surtace can be tolerated.

Rotating polygon scanners are not without their problems, however. Primary among them is pyramid error in the
orientation of the individual facets of the polygon. This
type of defect causes the light reflected from successive
facets to arrive at the scan plane at different locations in the
direction perpendicular to that ofthe scan. Since successive
facets correspond to successive scan lines on the drum,
{conlinued on Page 6)
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Laser Printer Optics Control and
Diagnostic Circuit
by Gary L. Holland
Withinthe 26804 Laser Printer'soptics castingis the optics
controland diagnosticcircuit,whichperformsthe followingfunctions:
r lt drivesthe acoustoopticmodulatorwith variableRF powerto
allow analog modulationof the laser beam as well as on/off
control.
r lt monitorsthe RF powerdrivingthe acoustoopticmodulator.
r lt monitorsthe laser power deflectedonto the drum.
signalto aligndata correctlyfor
r lt providesa synchronization
successivescansacrossthe drum.
Acoustooptic Modulator Driver
This sectionof the circuitmodulatesan B0-MHzsignalto the
acoustoopticmodulator(Fig. 1). The machinecontrolsystem
(MCS)processorsetsthe laserpowerthrougha digital{o-analog
converter (DAC). Intensitysetting 00 corresponds to low RF
power into the laser modulatorand hence low laser power. Increasingintensityvaluesresultin increasingRF power into the
Thisresultsin increasedopticalpowerup to the point
modulator.
when the laser modulatorsaturates,and then optical power begins to fall off. This saturationpoint varies from modulatorto
modulator.The on/offsignalVTDEO
enablesthe RF powerwhen
highand disablesit when low.The B0-MHzoscillatorconsistsof
an ECL gate,a crystal,and tank and loadingcircuits.The signal
from this oscillatoris modulatedwith a diode modulator.The
amountof 80-MHzsignalgoingthroughthe modulatoris roughly
proportionalto the currentdrawn from the modulatorby the programmablecurrentsource,which is set by the machinecontrol
processor.When VTDEO
is low, a switchablecurrentsource providescurrentto the RFmodulatorand the programmable
current
source,and the RF modulatoris reverse-biasedso that no signal
goesthroughthe modulator.
WhenV|DEO
is high,the switchable
current source is turned off, and the programmablecurrent
sourcethensinkscurrentoutof the RFmodulator,
turningiton and
allowinga presetamountof 80-MHzpowerto go into the acoustoopticmodulator.
Theoutputamplifier
thatdrivesthe acoustooptic
modulatoris a
hybrid amplifier.lts output is monitoredby a peak detector.A
fraction of the peak value is bufferedand sent lo the machine
control system to indicate to the MCS the magnitude of the
RF oower.

Beam Detection and Laser Monitoring
The beam-detectsection(Fig.2) monitorsthe frrst-orderpower
and detects when the beam sweeps across the beam-detect
diode. The first-orderpower is the portion of the laser power
deflectedthroughthe acoustoopticmodulatorwhen RF power is
power
appliedto it by the modulatordriversection.Thefirst-order
is monitoredonly as the beam sweeps past the beam-detect
diode.An amplifierbuffersthe signaland a peak detectorproduces a voltageproportionalto the power into the beam-detect
POWER.
Thissignal
diode.Thepeakvoltageis calledFIRST-ORDER
is divided by 2 and comparedwith the bufferedoutput f rom the
beam-detectdiode. When this output passesthroughits halfpeak points, a comparatorswitchesand the driver sends this
switchedsignalback to the data controlsystem.This signalis
and is the horizontal
sync signal.
calledBEA[/DETECT
POWER
The machinecontrol processoruses the FIRST-ORDER
signalto monitorthe amountof laserpowergoingontothe drum.
The MCScan then alterthis powerby alteringthe amountol RF
power sent to the acoustoopticmodulatoras explarnedabove.
Diagnostics
Theopticsdiagnostics
areexecutedin the printmodeonceper
whenthe drum seamis in frontof the modulated
drum revolution
beam. The two parametersthat are measuredwith the analogto-digitalconverterand usedfor faultdetectionare FIRST-oRDER
(FOP)and RF driver output power (MODPWROUT).
POWER
To preventpossiblesafetyhazards,the RFoutputpowergoing
into the acoustoopticmodulatoris monitoredwith the RF driver
turnedolf, This is monitoredboth In and out of the printmode.lf
any BF poweris detectedwhenthe lasershouldbe otf,lhe laser
powersupply is disabled,the ac contactoris opened,and the
+28-voltsupplyis disabled.
The followingis a list of all the possibleopticsfailuresin the
order in which they are detected:1)RF driverstuck on, 2) RF
driverfailure,3) scannerfailure,4) beamdetectlailure,5) scanloop
nerstartfailure.Someof the failuresrequirethe electrostatic
potentials
to be outof rangebelorea failureis flagged.lf the loop
is limited,a warningmessageis displayed.In the servicecommandmodethe warningsare flaggedwhetherthe loop is limited
failures.
and beam-detect
or not.Thisaooliesto BFdriverfailures

To

Fig. 1. Acoustooptic modulator driver.

Flg.2 Beam detection circuit.
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printed copy produced with a scanner exhibiting this probIem contains periodic errors in the vertical placement of the
dots that form the characters, a condition we call wobble.
Controlling wobble by decreasing the residual pyramid
error in the polygon during manufacture can be an expensive proposition, since the angular accuracy required is of
the order of one second of arc. Fortunately, an optical solution to the wobble problem exists, as shown in Fig. 3. If the
beam is brought to a focus in the direction perpendicular to
that ofthe scan at the face ofthe polygon and then refocused
to its original form after deflection, the vertical position of
the beam at the scan plane will be independent of pyramid
error in the polygon, and hence the final print will exhibit
no wobble. The lenses involved must, of course, be sufficiently well corrected to maintain the required final spot
size as well as the action just described over the range of
motion of the scanner. This is not a trivial requirement for
the lens that follows the scanner, particularly if preobjective scanning is used and this lens must form the final spot
in the scan direction as well. As shown in Fig.4, the natural
form for this lens is toroidal, essentially that of a cylinder
Iens bent into an arc so as to be equidistant from the polygon
face at all points in the scan. Such lenses can be built, either
with conventional glassworking or plastic injection molding techniques. However, the accuracy necessary to achieve
good performance is difficult and therefore expensive to
maintain.
A viable solution from a cost standpoint would be to use a
simple cylinder lens following the scanner, and if the scan
angle could be held to small enough values, this would be
acceptable optically as well. Unfortunately, the scan halfangle would have to be reduced to less than three degrees,
which would increase both the scanner-to-scan-plane distance and the polygon size to unreasonable values. The
solution developed for use in the 2680,4,is shown in Fig. 5.
Two additional lenses, which use only spherical surfaces and form essentially a unity-magnification Galilean
telescope, surround the simple cylinder lens and create a
region in which the scan is angularly compressed. An alternative description is that the apparent source of the light
that passes through the cylinder lens is now a distant image
of the active polygon facet produced by the first additional
lens. The second spherical lens then reimages the scanner
to the original apparent distance from the scan plane. The
result is that the maximum angle at which the beam must
pass through the cylinder lens is sufficiently reduced that

Toroidal Lens

Scanner

/>
C y f i n d e rt n " /

\

Fig. 4, Toroidal lens form for wobble correction.
satisfactory optical performance is maintained over the entire length of the scan, and yet the system is simpler and less
costly than it would be if preobjective scanning were used.
The system has the additional benefit of naturally tending
to flatten the focal surface, since the beam passes through a
greater thickness of glass at the extremes of the scan than it
does in the center. The final design ofthe 26804 scanning
system produces an almost completely flat focal surface,
making the entire depth of field available to compensate for
tolerance buildup elsewhere in the system.

26804OpticalSystem
The complete 2680A optical system, shown in Fig. 6,
contains a few other components whose functions are
perhaps best explained by following the beam through the
system. Light leaving the laser first encounters a lens which
produces a spot of appropriate size in the modulator crystal
to obtain the optimum compromise between speed and
efficiency in this device. The modulator, in effect, turns the
beam on by deflecting it through a negative lens whose
purpose is to expand the beam in a reasonable distance to
the diameter required by the combination of the scan lens
f-number and working distance. The beam next encounters
the single-element scan lens, which causes it to converge
toward a focus at roughly the drum location. A short distance farther along the path is the first wobble-correcting
cylinder lens, which focuses the beam to a line focus in the

Scan from well-aligned facet
Scan trom lacet with
pyramid error
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Fig, 3. Wobble correction.
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Fig. 5. Ihe 2680A LaserP,nter uses a three-elementlensfol
wobble coftection.
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Scanner
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Fig.6. 2680A Laser Printer optical system.
plane of the page on the active facet of the polygon. The
polygon has 1B sides, giving a total scan angle of40 degrees,
about half of which is used for writing. The remainder
allows time for the apexes of the polygon to pass through
the beam and a beginning-of-scan sync mark to be detected.
The polygon measures 60 mm between opposite faces and
turns at 4500 r/min. After reflecting from the polygon, the
beam passes through the set of three lenses described
above-spherical, cylindrical, and spherical-which
complete the wobble correction. This group is placed a distance
from the polygon that yields a slightly elliptical final spot
whose minor axis is aligned with the direction of scan. This
helps obtain a round printed dot because it partially compensates for the blurring effect of the motion of the beam
during exposure. After the final lens group, the beam is
reflected through 90 degrees by a long turning mirror and
passed through a window out of the optics assembly toward
the photoconductor drum. A mirror intercepts the beam
shortly before it reaches the beginning of each scan line and
reflects it to a photodetector which generates the scan sync
signal.

Mechanical Design Considerations
The optics assemblyis designedto be a field-replaceable
module with no adjustmentsrequired. This meansthat the
alignment between the optics assemblyand the rest of the
printing processis critical and must be as free as possible
from product assembly errors or tolerance buildup. The
mounting details for the optics module are on the process
module, and the resulting assemblyis suspendedfrom the
main machine frame in such a way as to be relatively independent of gross frame errors.

The requirements of optical alignment between modules
do impose special requirements on the machine structure. If
special installation leveling and adjustments are to be
avoided, the frame must be stiff enough to hold the required
alignment geometry over the full range of weight distribution between casters or levelers. This requirement was met
with a welded box tube base and a welded steel channel
frame. This design holds the required optical alignments
even if one of the front casters is completely off the ground.
This means that no special installation alignment is required, although it is recommended that the levelers be
nearly evenly loaded for best results.
The process module is a very dirty environment with
loose, statically charged, black toner dust and paper dust,
and blowing, rubbing, and throwing mechanisms to distribute it all over. To protect the optics from this environment,
and to protect the operator and service person from the laser
beam, a conduit contains the output beam between the
optics module and the point in the printing process where
the light is used. A window on the optics module keeps air
flows and contaminants from the interior of the module,
and a small blower draws in filtered air to keep the conduit
at a positive pressure with respect to the sources of contamination. This system also reduces contamination on
other critical process components.
Layout and Folding
The long-focal-length lenses used in the optics result in a
path length of 2.3 metres from the end of the laser to the spot
on the drum. The scanning mirror and two other mirrors
fold this optical path into a reasonable-size package 366 by
712by 72mm. Vertical placement of the package along one
side of the machine uses the interior space of the machine
efficiently.
Since the system uses long focal-length lenses, it is relatively tolerant of errors in element placement along the
optic axis. As a result, it was possible to eliminate all lens
adjustments in the direction of the optic axis. This approach
requires more care in lens fabrication and location, but
results in fewer parts, more reliability, faster assembly, and
simpler alignment. Each lens is located by fixed details in a
machined housing. Only the folding mirrors and the modulator Bragg angle* are adjustable.
The long focal length of the lenses and the resulting long
path are disadvantages in that they increase the sensitivity
of the assembly to torsional deflections. A sand casting was
chosen to form the base of the module because of its relative
stability and stiffness. Even with a rigid casting as the
reference for the assembly, it is important to avoid any
torsional loading on the module. As a result, the attachment
to the rest of the machine uses just three mounts so that
distortions of the rest of the machine tend only to mislocate
the housing and not to twist it.

Lens and Laser Mounts
The first four lenses and the laser are held against the
sides and bottoms of machined slots in the casting with
simple leaf springs (Fig. z). Theselensesarethick and have
well specifiedmechanical-to-opticaltolerancesso they can
*Bragg angle is a characteristic angle at which light rays reflecl from planes oi aloms in a
crystal.
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A Synchronous Mirror-Motor Drive
for the Laser Printer
by Gary L. Holland
In the optics assemblyof the HP 2680A Laser Printer,a motor
spins the polygon mirror to sweep the laser beam across the
page. The scannermotbris driven at a constantangularvelocity
of 75 revolutionsper second.
The armatureof the motoris the statorand'thefield is supplied
by a permanentmagnet in the rotor.By sequentiallyenergizing
the coils in order of phase number,a rotatingmagneticfield is
created in the stator. Under normal operating conditions,the
magnet (the rotor) follows this magnetic field, lagging slightly
behindit.
Two Hall-effectdevicesare an integralpart of the motor.These
give sinusoidaloutputvoltagesas the rotorturns,and are phased
such that theirwaveformsare 90 degreesapart.Referringto Fig.
1, the scannerdriveservoblock diagram,the analog{o-TTLconvertersgive logicaloneoutputs,+5V, whenevertheoutputoftheir
corresponding Hall generatorsare in the positive half cycle.
Therefore,a positivezero crossingresultsin a positiveTTLedge,
and a negativezero crossing results in a negative TTL edge.
Underslowly rotatingconditions,when one coil at a time is energized,a negativeedge on Hallgenerator1 (HG1)occurswhen
phase 1 is energized,a negativeedge on HG2 for phase 2, a
positiveedge on HG1for phase3, and a positiveedge on HG2for
phase 4. Theseedge definitionsassumecounterclockwiserotation. Fig. 2 shows these time relationships.The zero phase lag
waveformfor the Hall generatorsis the slowly rotatingcondition
described above, and the waveformsbelow those show more
typical runningconditions,with the rotor lagging somewhatbehind the statorfield.
Noticethatthe currentwaveformsthroughthe windingslabeled
phase 1 throughphase4 are alwaysin the same place in relation
to the countervalueslistedat the top of Fig.2. This is becausethe
counter,locatedin the middleof Fig.1, is the devicethatdefines
where the currentwaveformsare in the cvcle. The outout of the

counter addressesthe ROMs, which output digital sine and
cosine functions.This digital informationis then convertedto
analog waveforms,which are processed to define currents
throughthe coils of the motoras shown.This is the.basicdrive
systemfor the motor.
Jitter Compensation
The circuitryalreadydescribedis enoughto drive the scanner
jitterwhichtakes
motor.A problemthat remainsis a low-frequency
aboutfiveminutesto dampoutafterstartup.To damp thisoutfaster,
a compensation
circuitusesphaseinformation
to movethe polesof
the system away from the imaginaryaxis of the s-plane.This
schemeusesa phasecomparatortogivea signalinverselyproportionalto the phaselag of the rotor.Thissignalis ac-coupledintothe
compensatorand conditioned.lt is then added to a dc levelwhich
setsthe peakvaluesof the scannerdrivesignals.As the phaselag
varies,the compensationsignalacts to keep the lag constant.
Speed-Iletection Circuitry
Includedin the speed-detection
sectionare a counter,a latch,
and gates to interruptthe machinecontrolprocessoronce every
sixteenrevolutionsof the scannermotor.Withthis information
the
processorcan tell if the scanneris up to speedor if thereis a failure
in the circuitrythat drivesthis motor.
Under normalconditions,the 2.4-kHzclock is the input to the
counter'sclockinput.Thecounteroutputscyclethoughthe ROM
addresses,and the ROM data definessine and cosinewaves
whichcycle at75Hz. Thisdata is convertedto analogwaveforms
whichare multipliedby the outputof a compensatorand centered
about zero volts. The splitter/current-driver
circuit rectifiesthe
cosinewave and drives phase 1 with current proportionalto the
resultingwaveform.Phase 2 is similarlyderived from the sine
wave, phase3 from the inverseof the cosinewave,and phase4
from the inverseof the sine wave.

To Analog Multiply
Inputs of OACS

Fig. 1. Scanner drive servo block
diagram.
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Counter's Two Most Signiticant Bits
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Starting the Motor
Onecannotsimplycreatea magneticfieldrotatingat 75 revolutions per second in the statorand have the rotorfollowalong,
becausethe rotor cannot start to move this fast, Startingis accomplishedby beginningto cyclethemagneticfieldat 75 Hz,but
stoppingthe waveformto allowthe rotorto catch up fourtimesper
revolution.The four counts on which the waveformmay be
stoppedare 6, 14,22, and 30. Theseare indicatedin Fig 2. lf the
counteris uptosixandHGl isstill1,thereisa phaselagof nearlygO
degreesbetweenthe statorfieldand the rotorfield.In thiscase,the
clockisdisableduntilitfallsto 0 and isthenenabledagain.lf HG2is
still1 whencount14comesalong,theclockis disableduntilit falls
to 0; if HGl is still0 when counl22 appears,the wave is stopped
untilit becomes1;andif HG2isstill0 whencount30 isencountered.
the clock is disableduntilit becomes1.

HG2
Zero
Zero Phase
P
Lag
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Fig, 2. Scanner drive timing relationships.

be referenced to the side surfaces instead of the optical
faces.
The last three lenses are held against machined details in
the casting as well, but since these lenses are optically thin,
they are held by their optical faces. Torsion springs provide
pressure in the direction of the optic axis and allow a large
tolerance in spring fabrication. A carrier holds the torsion
springs for all three lenses, along with screws to cage the
lenses. These screws are adjusted during assembly to
eliminate clearance but not press on the lenses. The mount
slides on a track machined into the casting to simplify
assembly (Fig. B).

ScannerDrive
In addition to the optical parameters of the scanner, the
physical dimensions of the scanning polygon affect the
output print quality. The distance from the facet center to
the rotational axis must be the same from facet to facet. Any
variation in the facet-to-axis dimension shows up as a
change in the velocity ofthe scan and causes printed lines
to have a jagged edge on the side away from the synchronization detector.
The polygonal mirror is carefully machined of aluminum
so the facet-to-axis distance can be precisely specified, and
the mounting detail on the drive motor is ground as the
motor is rotating. These methods eliminate a multitude of
costly tolerances.

MirrorMounts
The folding mirrorsin the systemareadjustable
in two

Fig.7. Leaf spflngs hold the thicker lensesand the laserin
machined slots.

axes to allow for some correction of component errors. The
first folding mirror aims the input laser beam through the
modulator and compensates for errors in the first lens and
lens mount. The modulator is adjustable only in the very
critical Bragg angle. The adjustments of the second folding
mirror further correct the aim and location of the beam
through the rest of the system.
An auxiliary mirror is used to send a portion of the beam
to a synchronization detector. This mirror is adjustable to
allow precise setting of the location of the scan at the drum
with respect to the external mounting details of the housing. The exit mirror is supported on one fixed and two
adjustable points so that the tilt of the exit beam may be
JULY 1982HEWLETTPACKARD.IOURN,qI9

Fig. 8. forsion sprlngs hold the
thinner lenses. The sPrings are
above the plate being held uP in
this photograph. When the Plate
is in position,the fingers proiect'
ing through the plate press the
lensesforward (out of the Page)
againstthe poststhat can be seen
in the picture. The torsionsprings
can be seenfrom above in Fig.6.

adjustedin two directions.Thus the position of the beamat
the writing surfaceis held preciselyevenin the presenceof
imperfect optical elements.
Manulacturing and Testing
Since the assemblyof the optics module does not allow
for adiustmentof the lens elements,the mechanicaldimensions of the lensesare controlled tightly. This increasesthe
lens costsonly slightly and savesa great deal in the cost of
mounts and individual element alignment. Each lens is
carefully checked for mechanical centering, tilt, and
wedge.
A more difficult task is the control of the manufactured
dimensions of the housing. This single sand casting is
machined with a computer-controlledmilling machine so
that the large number of tightly controlled dimensionsmay
be reproducedconsistently,The number of surfacesand the
tolerancelevels involved required that even the prototype
housings be fabricated on a numerically controlled mill.
The tolerancesrequired to produce the machined hous-
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ing are beyond standardmanufacturingpractice,so a combination of tooling, manufacturing, and inspection improvementswere made for this part.
A specialoperationbeforethe main machining of the part
is done to establisha flat, stress-freereferencesurface.A
special setup procedure cuts nonfunctional details on the
housing so that the tools may be adjustedaccordingto their
actual machining characteristicsbefore cutting important
details. This ensuresthat even the first parts in short manufacturing runs are usable. Each part is monitored after
fabrication to return information to the machine operator
about how each individual tool is cutting so that cutters
may be adjustedor replacedbeforethey produce parts that
are oul of specification.
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CORRECTION
In ourJune 1982 issueon the 2680LaserPrintingSystem,F g 3 on page 7 showsthe
drum rotatingthe wrongway.Thearrowshowingdrum
laserprinleaspholoconductive
rotationshoud point the otherway.

Laser PrinterMachineControlSystem
One of two electronicsubsysfemswithinthe 2OB0ALaser
PagePrinter,the MCSmonitorsand controlsthe printing
process.ltscompanion
subsystem,
thedatacontrolsysfem
or DCS,was describedlastmonth.
by JamesD. Crumlyand Von L. Hansen
HE PRINTINC MECHANISM of the HP Model zoao
Laser Printing System is monitored and controlled
I
by a microprocessor-based system called the
I
machine control system (MCS). The MCS controls the printing process, paper movement, the operator interface, the
electrophotographic process, diagnostics, and most other
machine functions. Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the MCS.
The MCS uses an HP-designed 16-bit microprocessor
called the MCS.t This processorexecutesa machine control
program residing in 32K words of UV-EPROM (ultravioletIight-erasable programmable read-only memory). There is a
4K-word static RAM (random-access memory) of which f K
is nonvolatile. The nonvolatile RAM contains powerfail
information and settable constants for process control. The
machine control processor interfaces with over 1S0 different control devices by means of an I/O bus. Each device
resides at a unique I/O address and can be accessedbv the
mlcroprocessor.
?

OperatingSystem
The MCS uses a real-time, multitasking operating system
to coordinate the control programs. It became apparent at
the start of the project that an operating system was neces-

sary because of the complexity of the control required. The
control firmware is divided into independent control modules called tasks. The MCS consists of over 100 tasks controlling the operator interface, paper movement, printing,
and diagnostics. These independent tasks execute in
apparent parallelism, sharing the single MCS processor.
Using a multiplexing scheme, each task executes for a short
period of time in a priority queuing structure.
The operating system handles all task-related bookkeeping and coordinates all tasks in the system, determining
when a task executes. All tasks exist in one of four states:
active, ready, waiting, and dormant. A task currently
executing is in the active state. When an active task finishes
its work it enters either a dormant state or a wait state. A task
entering the waiting state suspends execution temporarily
with a request to be awakened after a specified time delay.
When the current active task finishes execution the
highest-priority ready task becomes the next active task.
Tasks communicate with the operating system by function calls. These calls provided the means for tasks to
change from one state to another. The SUSPENDfunction is
used by an active task when it reaches a point where it must
wait for an external event. The operating system then puts

1G-BitAddress Bus
To
Backplane

Flg. 1. Machine control systemof
the 26804 Laser Printer controls
drum rotation, paper movement,
the operator interface, print density, diagnostics, and other
functions.
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the active task in a wait state.The suspendedtask reawakens (enters the ready state) when the suspend time it
specified has elapsed.An active task issues a SCHEDULE
function when it wishes any other task to enter a wait state
function call
with a specified wait time. A DEACTIVATE
issuedby an active task causesa task to enter the dormant
state.
The operatingsystemalsoprovidesan orderly processfor
sharing a resource among many tasks. An example of a
shared resource is the analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
used in the 26804. An analog multiplexer on the input of
the ADC providesinput from many sources,and many tasks
use the ADC. When a task wants to use a sharedresourceit
issuesa SYNCPfunction call' The calling task is then suspended and its requestis queued for the shared resource.
The sharedresourceprocessesthat task'srequestafterprocessingall the earlierrequestsin the queue.The requesting
task is then reactivatedand given the required information
from the sharedresource.
To minimize operating systembookkeepingoverhead,a
linked list data structure is used' Tasks are linked with
other tasks in the same state.Eachtask is representedby a
block of memory called a task control block (TCB),which
contains the information needed to specify a task and its
state (Fig. 2). When a task is scheduledits TCB is Iinked
with other TCBs of the same delay time'
There is a circular array of linked list pointers called list
heads,with eachpointer representinga certain time delay
or time slot (Fig. 2). A time pointer points to the list head
Active Head

Task Control Blocks
Left Pointer
Right Poinler
Priority
Starting Address

Fig.2. Machinecontrolsystemoperatingsystem data
slrucrures.
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representingthe current time period. The list head points to
the list of tasks ready to execute.At the beginning of each
new time period, the operating system advancesthe time
pointer to the next list head. AII suspend times are measured relative to the current time pointer. For example,if a
task suspendsfor five time periods,the task'sTCB is linked
into the list five periodsahead.The maximum suspendtime
is thereforerepresentedby the size of the circular array of
list heads.
Taskspointed to by the time pointer arein the ready state
and arewaiting to executein the current time period. Tasks
are positioned in the linked list accordingto priority information contained in their TCBs.The highest-priority tasks
are executedfirst. If a time period expiresbeforeall tasksin
the readystateare executed,the remaining tasksaremerged
into the next list. Low-priority tasks may be pushed back
one time slot.
Printing Control
The printing processrequiresthe MCS to perform precise
control and timing of a number of machineprocessesand to
synchronizethe printing processwith the data control system (DCS).See last month's issue for a description of the
DCS.A communicationprotocol is usedby the MCS and the
DCSto control the flow of pagesthrough the printer. When
the DCShas a pageready to print it signalsthe MCS to start
the printing process.
Beforethe printing processbegins the machine must be
conditioned for printing. This preconditioning involves
such things aswarming up the laser,turning on the vacuum
system,and starting the laserscannermotor. The preheater
is also warmed up and the stackeris positioned to its starting point. The drum is then rotatedand its surfacepotential
is adjustedfor printing.
Many eventsduring printing require that certain actions
be performed at specific drum positions. A drum control
task synchronizesevents with the rotating drum'
Thereis 432 mm of usableprint areaon the 503-mmdrum
surface.This is enough to print two standard Blzxl"l'-in
pageson eachdrum rotation.The remaining 71.mm is used
for electrophotographicprocesscontrol and the drum seam.
During printing, all pagesmust be within the 432-mm print
area.When the DCS has a page to print, a page placement
task monitors the drum position and determineswhen to
startthe page.When the drum is in the correctposition, the
MCS signals the DCS to start passing data to the laser.
The page placementtask must also furnish information
about page placement on the drum so that transfer of the
print to the paper can take place at the correct time. The
transfer station is approximately one-half drum rotation
from the laser position. The transfer control task usesthe
page placement information to calculatewhen to start the
transfer process.
The transfercontrol task runs the processof transferring
the image from the drum to the paper. This involves the
precisecontrol and timing of paper movement,the transfer
corona,fusing, and output paper tensions.
After a page is transfened to paper the MCS notifies the
DCSthat the pagewas successfullyprinted on the drum and
transferredto paper. The DCS can then releasethat page
from its memory.

Sensing Paper fams
by Gary L. Holland
The 26804 LaserPrintelspaperdrivemechanismprovidesa
paperspeedand fordetectingandterminatmeansformonitoring
ing abnormalpapermotion.The mechanismusesfewercomponentsthan methodspreviouslyused by high-speedprintingdevices. lts advantagesincludehigherreliability,
Iowerinitialexpense,and simplerpaperthreading.
Fig. 1 is a blockdiagramol the elementsof the papercontrol
and detectionsystem.Thespeedof theoutputmotoris monitored
by a tachometer,which providesa signal proportional
to the
speedof the motor.Thissignalis comparedwith referencevoltagesin theoutputmotordrivecircuit.lf the outputmotoris revolving at an abnormalspeed,eithera jam-slowdetectionsignalor a
jam-fastdetectionsignalis generated.A jam-slowdetectionsignal indicatesa paperpathobstruction,
whilea jam-fastdetection
signalindicatesertherthat the paper has pulledout of the input
tractorsor the outputpinwheels,
or that the paperhas torn.
The machinecontrolprocessordescribedin the accompanying articlesuppliesa maximum-current
signalto the maxrmumcurrentcircuit.This signal sets the magnitudeof the current
throughthe outputdrivemotorundernormalrunningconditions.
The speed-limit
circuitreducesthiscurrentto maintain
the speed
percentageof normalprinting
ot the motorat a predetemined
speed,typically110 percent,when paper is ejectedfrom the
printerat the end of a box.The outputsof the maxjmum-current
circuitand the speed-limitcircuitare appliedto an analogOR
gate,whichsetsthe motor-current
drivesignalto the lesserof the
maximum-current
circuitoutputor the speed-limit
circuitoutput.
Speed Limit Scheme
Whenthe paperoflersno resistance
to the outputmotor,the
speedof the motortendsto increaseto an unacceptable
level.To
preventthis,the speedof the motoris monitoredby thetachometer, and if it becomestoo high, the speed-control
circuitdecreasesthe currentthroughthe motor untila presetspeed is
maintained.
This presetspeed,at which the speed loop takes
over, is fasterthan normalprint speed, but not so fast that inadequatef usingresults.
In the speed-limit
circuit,the outputof the tachometeris lowpass filteredto removeripple and then comparedto a preset
level.An error voltageis then input to a compensationcircuit
whichmakesthe speed-control
loopstableand givesit adequate
responsetime.The outputof this compensatorpullsdown the
inputto the final bufferampliferto whateverlevelis neededto
balancethe powerto the motorwiththe powerrequiredto keep
the papermovingat a constantspeed.

Keyboard and Display
The operator keyboard, the numeric keyboard, and the
2O-character alphanumeric display provide the operator
and service engineer with a convenient interface to the
printer. The operator keyboard is used to load paper, move
the stacker, adjust print registration, eject paper, and print.
the alphanumeric display assists the operator by providing
information about the state of the machine. The service
engineer has access to diagnostic programs and troubleshooting information using the numeric keyboard and
the disolav.

Jam Detection
Thejam-detection
circuitryin the speed-limit
circuitmightmore
properlybe calledspeed-indication
circuitry,srncethe machine
controlprocessormusthavemore Information
than this circuitry
gives to detect a paper jam. The circuitsimplycomparesthe
outputof thelow-pass-f
ilteredtachometer
signalwitha lowlevelto
see if the outputmotoris stopped.lf it is stopped,the jam-slow
signalis asserted,
lf the machinecontrolprocessorknowsthatthe
papershouldbe movingand it seesthissignalasserted,it knows
that there is a jam condition,The otherjam signal,jamJast,is
assertedwheneverthe speedloopis pullingdownthe inputto the
finalbufferamplifier.
Thistellsthe processorthatthe paperis not
exertingthe usual force on the outputtractors,which usually
meansthatthe paperhas pulledoutof the inputor outputtractors
or that it hastorn.In eithercase,printeroperationis immediately
sloooeo.

From Tachometel

Speed Conlrol

Fig, 1. Paperjam sensing systemblock dtagram.

Paper Movement System
The paper movement system controls and monitors the
movement of paper in the printer. This system consists of an
input step motor, an output tension motor, a position encoder, and a paper jam detection circuit.
The input step motor controls the flow of paper through
the machine. A relative-position encoder on the input
motor shaft provides feedback to the MCS. This system is
designed to keep the paper in registration with respect to
print transfer and top of form. During printing the paper
position is continually monitored and corrected if neces-
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sary so that proper print registration is maintained.
The output paper tension motor applies tension to the
paper,The tension value is adjustedaccordingto the needs
of various printing conditions. When paper is first started
the tension is set to a high value to overcome the static
friction of the paper.After the paper is startedthe tension is
dropped to a medium value for printing. When the paper is
stopped the tension is reduced to a Iow standby level.
The output tension motor is also used to detect paper
jams (seepage 13).The motor containsa tachometerwhich
indicates the tension motor speed. During printing the
tachometeris monitored by the MCS to detectjams. If the
output tension motor speedis not closeto the normal paper
movement speed then a possible paper jam condition
exists.
Stacker System
The paper stackersystem is designedto stack paper automatically during printing and to be used manually by the
operator when loading or removing paper. When the
machine is not printing the operatorcan control the stack
tableusing the stackup and down keys.During printing the
stacker moves automatically, governed by a special algorithm, to compressthe paper stack.
Diagnostics
The first and most important goal of the diagnosticsis to
minimize the troubleshootingrequired of the HP customer
engineer (CE)when the unit fails, thereby decreasingthe
mean time to repair (MTTR).It was always foremostin our
minds that this product is very complex and uses
technologiesthat are new to HP's serviceforce. Since electrophotographyhas its historical origins in office products
and since the CEs servicing the 26804 are accustomedto
dealingwith dataprocessingequipment,effortswere made
to make the 2680,t look as "digital" as possible.Whenever
feasible,the diagnosticslocatea failed assemblyor small set
of assembliesand do not require the CE to interpret electrophotographic data.
A secondgoal ofthe diagnosticsis to reducethe number
of special tools and tedious adjustmentsnecessaryto service the machine.Sensorsincluded in the systemfor reliability reasonsare used by firmware routines to perform
calibrationsand adjustments.Proceduresthat requireuseof
electrostaticpotential, development density, and laser
beam power measurementsare automated by firmware
using built-in sensors,eliminating the need for special
measurementtools.
A third goal is customersatisfaction.The dataprocessing
environment puts some special demands on an electrophotographicdevice.Typically in the useofa copier,an
operatoris standing close to the machine when it is printing. If print quality degrades,the problem will be detected
almost immediately. The data processing environment,
however, is characterizedby long periods of unattended
operation.Also, the user who is most concernedwith the
quality of the print may not actuallyreceivethe output until
long after it is printed. Thereforethe printer must be capable of detectingdegradationsin quality beforethey become
noticeable.
A fourth goal, related to the previous one, is that the
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diagnosticsshould facilitate detectionof slowly degrading
parts. Since a large part of the cost of servicing a product is
in travel to the customer'ssite, it is helpful if the unit can
tell a CE on site what is about to fail so that it can be
replaced,saving a separatetrip to the site. On the 2680A,
data relating to drum potentials and development measurementsappearson the diagnosticprintout. This datacan
provide early clues to degradationof the drum or the developer mixture.
Finally, the diagnosticsprovide tools that were used by
the product developmentteamto speedthe developmentof
the product. Many of the important operatingparametersof
the machine were stored in nonvolatile random-access
memory and could be changedby entering commands on
the numerical keyboard.Thus the operationof the machine
could be altered for experimentswithout having to reprogram the ROM. As the hardware design solidified and the
product nearedproduction, many parameterswere moved
into ROM.
Thesefive goalsIed to a dual approachto diagnosticson
the 26804: a structured,on-line fault detectionsystemand
a set of flexible, off-line, interactive tools.
The on-line fault detectionsystem can detect and report
124 different fault conditions. This system representsthe
largest portion of the diagnostics in the 2680A machine
control system.Most of thesediagnosticsrun continuously
a s t h e m a c h i n ei s p r i n t i n g .
Besidesadding cost, the addition of sensorsand corresponding firmware in the implementation of a fault detection system can potentially decreasethe reliability of the
overall systemby increasingits complexity. To minimize
this effect,the 26804 diagnosticstake advantageof redundanciesin sensingto provide checkson the sensorsthemselves.
For example, consider a failure of the primary corona
power supply. The processorcontinuously monitors the
current to the coronadevice and the voltageon the primary
coronascreen.A failure of the power supply first appearsto
the processoras irregular values for these measurements.
The primary coronais used for conditioning the drum, that
is, placing a uniform electrostaticpotential on it. Therefore
the measurementof drum potentials using the electrostatic
monitor providesa redundantcheckon the coronadiagnostics. A failure of the primary corona supply causesillegal
drum potentialsto be measuredafter somedelay causedby
the rotation of the drum. The electrostaticclosed-loopsystem attemptsto correct the potentials by adiusting the setting on the coronapower supply. Sincethe systemis unable
to correct the error and the potentials are such that poor
print quality would result, the 2680,{ stops printing with
the message,"Hardware Malfunction." A keyboard command can be entered to display the fault messagewhich
identifiesthe primary coronasupply asthe failed assembly.
If a condition had occurred such that the primary corona
current and voltage sensorsdetect a fault but the drum
potentials remain in the acceptablerange,the 2680A will
not stop running and no messagewill appear. A service
representative can enter a command on the numerical
keyboard that causeswarning messagesto appear under
theseconditions.

Flexible Service Tools
The other approach to diagnostics was to provide a set of
flexible tools. By providing a basic set of capabilities that
use the numerical keyboard and 20-characterLED display,
the firmware allows service personnel to deal with failure
situations that were not anticipated when the diagnostics
were designed. As more is learned about the servicing of the
machine from field experience, service procedures can be
changed for improved efficiency without altering firmware.
The service keyboard functions are implemented using
three-digit keystroke sequences. Access to some of the
sequencesis controlled by requiring the entry ofan access
code before certain command sequences will be recognized. The accesscode is not so much a security feature as a
means for protecting the operator from inadvertently altering the operation of the machine or even damaging it.
One class of command sequences allows the display of
machine parameters and measurements. Measurements
made with the analog-to-digital converter can be viewed, as
can running averages of certain measurements. The status
of control loops can be displayed to show loop targets and
controller settings. Counters that track the age of replaceable parts and the time since the last preventive maintenance can be viewed. Certain parameters stored in nonvolatile memory can also be entered as data from the
keyboard.
Another type of command sequence can break control
loops or disable certain sensors or diagnostics. Analysis of
the electrostatic control loop is facilitated by the ability to
break the loop and adjust corona settings. A failed sensor
can sometimes be circumvented by disabling the diagnostic
that uses the sensor, allowing printing to continue until the
sensor can be replaced.
Direct control of certain electrical and electromechanical
devices in the 26804 can be obtained using the device
on/off commands. Solenoids, motors, power supplies, and
lamps can be turned on and off individually or in arbitrary
combinations by using these commands.
There is also another class of commands that provides
miscellaneous tools or automated service procedures. For
example, one command displays a log of fault messagesthat
have occurred since the last service call; this can reveal
intermittent problems. Another command automates the
task of lubricating a newly installed photoconductive drum
with toner, prompting the service representative whenever
intervention is necessary.
One of the commands that can be entered by the operator
is the self-test command. This command causes a printout
that can be used for evaluating print quality and that records various measurements and parameters. The self-test
diagnostic philosophy on the 2680,t is somewhat different
from that ofother HP printers. The self-test on other printers
is a collection of diagnostics which are run only when
self-test is invoked. As mentioned above, the fault-detection programs on the 2680,\ run whenever the machine
is printing. Therefore, self-test invokes very few tests that
don't run when normal jobs are printing.
Altogether the 2680A provides 190 keyboard commands:
84 display commands, 16 modify commands, 14 disable/
enable commands, 4B device on/off commands, and 2B miscellaneous tools.
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Solid-StateMicrowaveSignalGenerators
for Today'sExactingRequirements
match the extraordinary
Ihese manuallytuned instruments
spectral purity of widely used HP klystron generatorsand
beat them in modulationcapabilityand accuracy.
by Donald R. Chambers and Steven N. Sanders

OR MORE THAN TWO DECADESthe familiar HP
microwave klystron signal generators(618A/B/C,
620A/8, 6264,,628A) have been de facto industry
standards for critical microwave testing. Becausetheir performance was consistent, users considered them standards
even though some characteristics essential to the tests at
hand were incompletely specified. Now HP has introduced
four new solid-state cavity-tuned signal generators that
have increased capability and the performance required by
today's systems while retaining the characteristics of the
klystron signal generators so highly valued by customers.
Model BoB3A/B(Fig. 1l covers the 2.3-to-6.S-GHzfrequency
range and Model 8684A/8 (Fig. 2) covers 5.4 to 12.5 GHz.
The A models are tailored for the communications industry
while the B models have high-performance pulse modulation for radar and other applications.
Objectives
The major goal of the generator development program
was to match the extraordinary spectral purity of the old
klystron generators. It was also desired to incorporate
high-quality pulse performance to meet modern radar test
requirements, along with AM and wideband FM capability
for today's communications industry. It was considered
mandatory to achieve better than the current performance
in settability and accuracy of output power level and frequency, and it was desired to cover broader bandwidths
-12.5
GHz
than older instruments by covering 2.3 GHz to
with two instruments instead of three to provide a cost
advantage to the customer. Self-test was to be included in
the instrument to allow efficient use by less skilled
operators. Portability and improved drift characteristics
were other desired attributes.

Fig. 1. Model 86834 Signal Generatoris a manuallytuned
frequency
microwavesignalgeneratorfor the 2.3-to-6.5-GHz
range. lt leatures excellent spectral purity, settability,and
accuracy, and has AM and FM capabilities.Model 86838
offers all these capabilitlesp/us pulse modulation.
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The requirement for a CW source free of nonharmonic
spurious or subharmonic content and with low sideband
noise and drift calls for a fundamental oscillator. At microwave frequencies, best performance is obtained from
cavities operating in the quarter-wave tuning mode. Itlowever, with the desired bandwidths greater than an octave, it
is necessary to ensure that three-quarter-wavelength modes
are not excited. To obtain the desired bandwidths, the
8683A/B and 8684A/B oscillator assemblieseach consist of
two oscillators operating in the same cavity, one for the
high-frequency portion of the band and one for the lowfrequency portion. The details of these novel designs are
given in the article on page 20.
For enhanced level accuracy, some method is needed for
compensating for errors that occur outside of the level control loop. By making a microprocessor part of the ALC
(automatic level control) system and storing a calibration
unique to each instrument, the desired accuracies are obtained.
System Organization
The major features of the instrument configuration are
shown in the simplified block diagram of Fig. 3. A straightthrough microwave chain is augmented by controi and
modulation sVstems.
The microwave chain consists of the cavity oscillator, the
amplifiers, the ALC modulator, the output step attenuator,
and for the B models, the pulse modulators. While the
oscillators deliver significant amounts of power-on the
order of +5 to +15 dBm-other parts of the microwave
chain have significant losses at microwave frequencies
which must be oflset by amplification. To ensure that the
noise performance is not degraded, the necessary amplification is distributed so there is always a net forward gain in

Fig. 2. Model 86848 Signal Generatorcovers the 5.4-to12.S-GHzrange.Model 86844 is the same generatorwithout
oulse modulation.

Microcircuit AssemblY

{"m,
=

Fig,3, Block diagram of the 86838 and 86848 Microwave Signal Generators
the microwave signal path. A proprietary HP FET and thinfilm technology allow the two amplifiers and the ALC
modulator shown in the block diagram to be included in the
same package for a substantial economic advantage.
The ALC modulator and associated control circuitry provide the means for controlling the instrument's output level
according to the settings of the front-panel 25-dB vernier
and the 10-dB/step manual step attenuator. The ALC modulator also serves to impose amplitude modulation on the
microwave signal. To cover all operating conditions, the
modulator has 70 dB of attenuation range.
A low-pass filter in the same package as the ALC modulator and associated amplifiers attenuates second harmonics. For output frequencies near the lower band edges
the cutoff frequency of the filter is near the midband frequency so the filter suppresses the second harmonic. For
output frequencies in the upper half of the instrument's
range, the cutoff frequency of the filter is switched to a
higher out-of-band frequency.
For the best possible pulse performance, the pulse modulator comes after the final amplification to avoid distortions caused by amplifier ringing or saturation. Including
the pulse modulator inside the level control loop provides
significant benefits to the user. Dynamic leveling on individual pulses is achieved, and the effects of temperature
drift are compensated for, allowing calibrated operation
over the wide temperature extremes typically experienced
by portable instruments. The ALC system operates over a
wide range of conditions, as discussed in the article on
page 26.
The block diagram also shows the main control channels
in the B683A/B and 8684A/8. A 6802 microprocessor is the
interface between the operator input, the display, and the
controlled functions. Except for the mechanical couplings
to the cavity oscillator and the manual step attenuator, all
other control functions act through the microprocessor/
controller.
As indicated in the block diagram, the frequency of the
oscillator is sensed by the controller through the position of
a ten-turn variable resistor connected to the oscillator tuning shaft. The individual voltage-to-frequency characteris-

tic of each oscillator is determined at final test and stored in
EPROM so that each instrument's displayed frequency is
characterized individually to better than 1% accuracy.
All ALC functions are coordinated by the controller. To
maintain a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio in the microwave level sensing circuit, it is necessary to monitor the

Automatic Testing of Manually
Tuned Signal Generators
Automatic production testing of 86834/8 and 86844/8 Microwave Signal Generatorsis done by a desktop computercontrolled test system. The front-panelfrequency and power
range controlsof the unit under test are set by step motors.
functionsare
Front-panel
buttons,displays,and otherfront-panel
manipulatedthrougha serialinterfacesimilarto RS-232-CbeThe
and the internalmicroprocessor.
tweenthe systemcontroller
test systemmeasurestwentydifferentparametersas functionsof
frequency.These parametersinclude level accuracy,phase
noise,pulseon-offratio,f requencydisplayaccuracy,residualA|\/
and FM, and severalAM and Fl\4characteristics.
-James Thalmann

Fig. 1. Sfep motors adjust front-panel knobs tor production
testrng.
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power before the step attenuator. Thus the attentuator and
other microwave components between the coupler/detector
and the front panel are outside of the level control loop.
Since the controller knows the frequency and the step
attenuator setting, the internal microwave power level is
adjusted to obtain a fixed output level as the frequency is
changed. Power level variations caused by the microwave
coupler, detector, cables, and attenuator are corrected by
the firmware controlling the ALC loop approximately six
times per second, reducing flatness errors from about + 2 dB
to less than +0.4 dB. The vernier level control is superimposed on this control loop by adding in fixed offsets as
determined by the position of the vernier control.
Constant-percentageamplitude modulation is obtained
by applying the AM to a fixed 30-MHz reference oscillator
and using the ALC loop to force the microwave output
ampiitude to follor,r, linearly.
When pulse mode is initiated (on the B models only) the
internal pulse generator output is applied to the pulse
modulator, driving it from the full off condition to the full
on condition. In the other modes the pulse modulator is
held in the minimum-attenuation condition. To provide
leveling on a pulse-to-pulse basis, the ALC uses a sampleand-hold circuit with a bandwidth greater than 30 MHz to
handle the 100-ns pulse widths and rise times less than 10
ns. Simultaneous amplitude and pulse modulation is possible, and since FM is introduced at the oscillator, any
combination of modulations mav be selected simultaneously.
Friendly Firmware Diagnoses Problems
Extensive, easy-to-usediagnostics are designed into the
BGB3A/Band B684,t/8. Approximately half of the firmware
is dedicated to diagnostics.
Twenty-nine critical analog voltages are routed in special
shielded layers of the instrument's multilayer motherboard.
The microprocessor selectsthese voltages and performs an
analog-to-dig ital conversion for diagnosing and controlling
the instrument. Most of these voltages are used only for
diagnosis.
When the instrument is first turned on, the followine

tests are performed:
1. RAM is checked.
2. ROM checksums are calculated.
3. Front-panel communication circuits are checked.
4. All necessary tables are checked for existence.
5. A DAC (digital-to-analog converterl self-test is performed.
6. Eight power supply voltages are checked against limits.
7. Four critical ALC loop voltages are checked against
Iimits.
B. Three frequency calibration potentiometer voltages are
checked against limits.
All errors found by these tests are displayed on the front
panel during power-up. During five of the tests the microprocessor assumes that the front panel is broken and no
communication is possible, so it also blinks a front-panel
decimal point to indicate these errors (it has direct control
of this decimal point).
User convenience was a major guideline during the design. The user can switch the instrument into a diagnostic
mode and select any of e8 diagnostics by pressing frontpanel keys. Printed on the inside top cover of the instrument is a block diagram of the instrument and a table that
tells what each diagnostic does. The results are displayed in
the FREQUENCYdigits of the display. Through a serial interface, the user may connect an HP 2600-series terminal,
which allows a more friendly, optional mode of diagnosis.
For example, a summary test displays on the terminal's
screen the results shown in Fig. 4. These voltages are updated in real-time on the terminal.
If test voltages are outside prescribed limits, the user is
notified of the error. In Fig.4, for example, -30V is out of
specification and is underlined on the display.
Some of the diagnosis involves more than limit testing.
For instance,
flip-flops are tested using passive resistor
packages. Thirty-two of these flip-flops connect to a common analog voltage node which is measured by the microprocessor as shown in Fig. 5. The microprocessor first sets
all the flip-flops to zeros and measures the common-node
"ladder" voltage (Vro*). Qs's low-to-high voltage change is
measured by setting only its output to one and remeasuring
the ladder voltage (Vnnl). The microprocessor calculates
Qq's voltagechangeas 32x1vn,*n-Vlo*).
Each TTL flip-flop's voltage-change should range between 2.0 and 5.25 volts. This process is continued for each

Ladder Voltage

To ADC
Multiplexer

'200-kOResistorPacks
Fig. 4. Ihe user can selectany of 38 diagnosticsby meansol
the front-pa nel k eys. This tesl displays a summary of 8683A IB
or 8684A|8 voltages on a 2600-SeriesCBf Terminal.
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Fig. 5. Method used to diagnose flipJlop packages usrng
passlve reslstorpacks.

From
Microprocessor
voltage=1000 0000 0000 V o l t a g e = o l 1 11 1 1 11 0 0 0

Fig. 6. DAC se/f-testexample.fo test bif 11 (MSB): 1)The
DAC is set fo 10000000 0000. 2) Thesample-and-holdcircuit
storesthrsas V,o,o3) The DAC ls set fo 0111 1111 1000,or
is /ess than
eight bits (40 nV)/ess. Ihls b V.r.or". 4) lf V
""^o,"
Vhob,bit 11 is all right.
flip-flop, and if an error is found, the board number and IC
number are displayed on the front-panel FREQUENCYdigits. This method uses small reliable resistor packages that
use little power to check complicated flip-flops.
Anything that tests itself might diagnose incorrectly if
part of the testing circuitry is faulty. The microprocessor
uses the instrument's DAC extensively for diagnosing and
controlling the instrument. If the DAC is not working correctly, many false errors may result. Consequently, the DAC
is self-tested. The DAC self-test uses a sample-and-hold
circuit to store the analog voltage of one DAC setting and
then compares that voltage against a different DAC setting,
as shown in Fig. 6. Thus the bits check each other. Bits may
be connected to ground, to *5 volts, orto each other and the
errors will be detected. If all bits are dysfunctional, this will
not be detected,but selecting another test, DAC sweep, will
show this fault. The three least-significant bits of the 1z-bit
DAC are not tested because of uncertainties in amplifer
voltage offsets.
Operating Firmware
The operating firmware is interpretive and table-driven.
It is written in the FORTH language. FORTH's attributes
reduced software development time and allowed powerful
compiler constructs tailored for this application to be added
to the language. The design philosophy dictated that any
constant that might change be put into tables that can be
changed by production engineers.The following is a list of
tables that are individually generated for each instrument.
1. Frequency calibration.
2. ALC level setting.
3. Lossesfrom VSWR and flatness effectsof the ALC loop's
directional coupler, microwave cables, connectors, the
detector diode, and the output step attenuator.This table
is a two-dimensional matrix.
4. Frequencv flatness for an external RG-2 14 coaxial cable.

5. FM metering calibration.
6. Limits for diagnostic voltages.
Reliability and economy are enhanced by storing these
tables in one factory EPROM on the microprocessor board.
There are two empty EPROM sockets to the right of the
factory EPROM. The firmware searches for all tables from
right to left, and will ultimately find the table in the factory
EPROM socket. However, what happens if a calibrated part
is replaced, for example an attenuator? In this case, the
customer is shipped a new attenuator and a new EPROM
with iust the attenuator table in it. When this EPROM is
installed in one of the empty sockets, the firmware finds the
newly installed table first, thereby superseding the old table. All other tables are still found in the factory EPROM.
Tables will not have to be consolidated in most cases.
The 8683,\/8 and 8684A/8 Signal Generators use the
same firmware, the only exception being their factory
EPROM tables.
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Some tables have preambles which define how to use the
data in the table. For instance, the attenuator table has in its
preamble the starting frequency for the first table entry, the
frequency spacing between the data points, a resolution
weighting factor, the production date, and other data. Production engineers can modify this table to add more data
points across the frequency band, creating a finer correction
curve. Thus, they can enhance the flatness as their expertise
in building the generators increases. Many more cases exist
where production engineers simply modify a table to
change a resolution, a range, a gain, an offset, a breakpoint,
the effects ofpressing front-panel keys, and otherfunctions.
The factory EPROM for the instrument is programmed on
a test/calibration system designed especially for the
BGB3A/B and 8684,q,/8 Signal Generators. The test/
calibration system measures the errors of the ALC system
mentioned above along with other frequency-dependent
errors and programs the EPROM with this unique instru-

ment data. This efTicient, automatic process ensures cor_
rectness of the data and allows production to specify the
control of the table-driven interpretive firmware.
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High-PerformanceWideband
Cavity-TunedSolid-StateOscillators
by EdwardG. cristal,ArthurN. woo, PhittipG. Foster,and RonardF. stigrich
T THE HEART OF THE 8683,{/8 and 8684,t/B Sig_
nal Generatorsare the cavity-tuned microwave oscillators. Why did we choose cavitv-tuned oscillators when alternate electronically tunable designs were
possible? The answers are spectral purity, frequency stability and economy. Varactor tunigg was considered, but microwave varactor Qs are not high enough to meet the strict
spectral purity requirements, and varactors have insufficient tuning range. Also, being voltage tunable, varacrors
are susceptible to noise superimposed on the tuning voltage, which would degrade the signal purity. ylG-tuned
resonators were also considered. YIGs have high Q and
good selectivity and are capable of multi-octave tuning.
Unfortunately, like varactor-tuned circuits, YlG-tuned resonators are very sensitive to electrical noise on the tuning
current and are quite temperature sensitive.
The two signal generators must tune over frequency
ranges of approximately 2.8:1. Such wide microwave
bandwidths eliminated the possibility of using TE or TM
waveguide cavities, since these would have had higherorder modes in the bands of interest. Consequently, we
decided to use a quarter-wavelength TEM cavity for the
86B4A/B oscillator, and a loaded quarter-wavelength TEM
cavity for the wide-bandwidth B6B3A/Boscillator. The TEM
cavity exhibits moderately high Q, hence good selectivity,
and spurious-free resonancesover a 3:1 bandwith. The dimensions of the TEM cavities over th e2.3-to-'1.2.5-GHz
band
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are reasonablefrom a manufacturing point of view, and can
be optimized with respect to cavity Q and higher-order
mode suppression.
To achieve the frequency range for the B6B4A/Bwe chose
medium-power HP GaAs Schottky-barrier FETs for the active devices. These FETs have 1 x 500-g.mgate geometries,a
typical g- of 4 5 mS and a minimum f-u* of 3 b GHz. For the
8683A/8 it was possible to use bipolar transistors, which
have better noise properties than GaAs FETs. The bipolar
transistor used in the 8683A/8 has 1-ptm geometry and is
especially developed for low phase noise.
Oscillator Circuit
The oscillator circuit selected for the 86844,/8 Signal
Generator is the Colpitts configuration shown in Fig. 1. The
8683A/B circuit is the same except that a bipolar transistor
is used instead of a GaAs FET and the bias network is
different. In Fig. 1, feedback is provided by the capacitive
divider made up of the internal gate-sourcecapacitor and
the hybrid (internal * external) source-drain capacitor. The
cavity resonator, which is used both as a selective circuit
and as a matching network, attenuates the harmonic content of the output signal.
All the elements within the shaded area are mounted on a
sapphire substrate. The capacitive coupling element is arranged parallql,to the tuning rod. The coupling of the microcircuit to,-.drecavity is adjusted by changing the pene-

expansion, and long life.

Coupling
Element

TuningRod

l.-vn-[Lf
--lll"

d-

L_ll.-------------choke

Output
Fig. 1. Schematicdiagram of the basic 8684A|8 oscillator.
The 8683418oscillatoris simrlarexceptthat a bipolarfranslstor ls used and the bias network is different. For clarity, only
one of the two RF microcircuitsls shownand no FM microcircuitsare shown (thereare two in the 8684A|8 and three in
the 8683AlB).
tration of the substrate into the cavity. Similarly, the coupling of the load to the cavity is easily changed by adjusting
the location of the coupling loop. The inductance L, which
is in paraliel with the feedback capacitor Cp, imposes a
low-frequency limitation on the oscillator. On the other
hand, at high frequencies the inductance L could cause
additional resonancesand spurious oscillations. However,
it is possible to build inductors that give broad bandwidth
without parasitic resonances in the band of interest.
An innovation in this oscillator design that permitted
greater bandwidth than is generally achievable with a
quarter-wavelength cavity was to distribute two active circuits along the length of the cavity. Each active circuit is
optimized for approximately one-half the total oscillator
bandwidth. In this way cavity coupling to one or more
active devices is maintained over the entire frequency band'
The same concept was applied to the FM microcircuits,
thereby yielding broadband FM capability as well. Oscillator power and stability can also be increased by distributing active circuits azimuthally around the cavity. However,
this was not necessary in this application. The circuits are
mounted on different azimuths, but only to separate them
mechanically.
Poor grounding of the sliding center conductor of the
coaxial line at the bottom of the cavity can cause erratic
tuning. For this reason,we developed a broadband noncontacting choke instead of a simpler but less reliable spring
contact system. The choke shown in Fig. 1 consists of lowimpedance and high-impedance sections.The choke serves
to terminate the cavity with a very low impedance, thereby
Iimiting the cavity resonator length to one-quarter
wavelength. The mechanical requirements for the choke are
severe, calling for low microphonics, controlled thermal

Frequency Modulation
A typical FM microcircuit is shown schematically in Fig.
2. Two back-to-back varactor diodes mounted on a sapphire
substrate are capacitively coupled to the cavity by a cor.rpling element similar to that used for the active circuits.
This provides the decreasingcapacitancerequired to obtain
flat deviation over the bandwidths of the oscillators. The
purpose of the back-to-back series diode configuration is to
reduce the generation of harmonics by the varactors. The
8684,t/8 oscillator uses two FM microcircuits, while the
8683A/B oscillator uses three because of its greater
bandwidth. Both of the 8684A/8's microcircuits and two of
the B6B3A/B'smicrocircuits are distributed along the length
of the cavity. The third FM microcircuit of the 8683,\/8 is
coupled to the center conductor of the cavity resonator at
the end of the cavity.
Performance Data
Fig. 3 shows output power as a function of frequency
from typical stand-alone oscillators. The minimum power
outputs for the 8683A/8 and 8684A/8 are 2 and 9 dBm,
respectively. The entire frequency band can be covered in
20 turns of the front-panel frequency knob in the fast mode,
or 200 turns in the fine mode. Frequency settability is typically <0.005%.
The intrinsic FM flatness for both oscillators is about
+10% over most of the bands. However, accuracy of the
front-panel FM display is improved to +5% by using the
microprocessor to correct systematic errors. Minimum
peak-to-peakFM deviation in both instruments is 10 MHz.
The maximum rate is also 10 MHz.
Single-sideband phase noise is one of the most important
parameters for a high-performance oscillator. Fig, 4 shows
smoothed SSB phase noise data for typical 8683,\/8 and
B6B4A/B oscillators in a 1-Hz bandwidth offset 10 kHz from
the carrier. SSB phase noise for the 86B4A/B is typically less
-75 dBc at
than -80 dBc over most of the band, falling to
the high-frequency end. The SSB phase noise of the
-87 dBc over
8683,4./8is generally much better-less than
the entire band.

MechanicalDesign
HP's first microwave signal generatorwas introduced
overtwenty yearsagoand is still going strong.This is a rare

Fig.2. FM microcircuil
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Fig.3.

Typical power output of (a) 8683A18 and (b) 8684418 osc//ators

occurrence in the fast-moving electronics industry. A look
at the average product lifetime of these generators makes it
evident that a proposed replacement must have excellent
reliability. Therefore, this was the first requirement for the
mechanical tuning mechanism for the cavity-tuned oscillators in the 8683,4./8and 8684A,/8 Signal Generators. We
also wanted a cost-effective, durable mechanism that could
provide a link between the front panel and the oscillator,
giving users the frequency resolution they require. Since
there is no scheme for counting the microwave frequency
within the instrument, the drive mechanism has to provide
the position accuracy needed for an open-loop fnequencydetermination system. The drive also plays a key role in a
thermal compensation design that provides the oscillator
with excellent frequency stability over the operating temperature range.

SubstrateMounting
One of the most delicate aspects of the oscillator design
was mounting the sapphire substrates. A scheme was developed that allows these substrates to be positioned within
the cavity so that assembly is not too time-consuming, but
achieves the needed accuracy in positioning these devices
relative to the tuning rod. This scheme is shown in Fig. 5.
The edge of the substrate is seen in the picture. Attached to
the left end is the antenna that couples to the tuning rod.
The side containing all the circuitry faces down and rests on
two rails. A spring-loaded clip secures the substrate against
the rails and another clip compresses the springs ro a predetermined height and secures the entire assembly. The
Ieft-hand spring applies a greater load to facilitate thermal
expansion of the right end in an effort to minimize antenna
movement relative to the tuning rod.
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Fig' 4' Typical single-sideband phase noise in a 1-Hz bandwidth at 11-kHz offset frcm the
carrier. (a) 8683418 data taken manually at discrete points. (b) 8684A|8 smoothed data.
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Fig, 5. Sprlng mountingscheme allows the oscillatorsubstrate to be positioned within the cavity with the required
accuracv in a reasonabletime.

PrecisionFrequencyControl
Shown in Fig. 6 is a section view of the oscillator and the
drive mechanism. The position of the tuning rod determines the microwave frequency of the oscillator. Since the
frequency range of the oscillator is measured in GHz and the
desired settability is finer than 100 kHz, the incremental
accuracy needed in positioning the tuning rod is very, very
high. This places a great demand on the bearings supporting the tuning rod. Ideally, one would want to support the
tuning rod on both ends and somewhere near the middle.
However, the cavity is electrically very sensitive to anything with a dielectric constant greater than that of air,
making tuning rod support within the cavity impossible.
Behind the cavity is the choke network. The choke is also
very sensitive to lossy material. This presented a difficult
materials selection problem, that is, to find a bearing mateOutput Coupling
Loop

Base Plate

Bearings

rial that would provide the needed mechanical integrity but
not interfere with the low-impedance termination. We
chose to use a 20% TeflonTM impregnated acetal resin that
exhibits excellent frictional characteristics and has a low
microwave-frequency dielectric constant. We found it was
still necessary to minimize the amount of material used in
each bearing. This resulted in a slotted bearing design that
holds the tuning rod over a wide temperature range with
imperceptible changes in position. Extensive life cycling
has demonstrated that the oscillator will retain its repeatability after long use.
The input shaft of the tuning rod drive extends out to the
front-panel tuning knob. The other end is coupled to a
two-speed transmission that allows the user to change gearing for either coarse or fine tuning. This is done by simply
pushing or pulling on the input shaft, engaging the appropriate gears. The output shaft is connected to a flexible
coupling bellows that is secured to the leadscrew. As the
user adiusts the oscillator frequency the output shaft turns
the coupling bellows, which rotates the leadscrew, which
advances or retracts the tuning rod, changing the frequency.
A very linear, accurate potentiometer attached to the
other end of the output shaft sensesleadscrew position. For
any position of the tuning rod within the cavity there is a
corresponding potentiometer output voltage. The microprocessor senses this voltage and correlates it with frequency, which is displayed on the front panel. Since frequency is not counted, the potentiometer is responsible for
sensing the tuning rod position so that frequency can be
inferred. Any sloppiness between the tuning rod and the
potentiometer degrades the display accuracy. To minimize
these inaccuracies, the flexible coupling bellows is designed with imperceptible windup. The oscillator sealing
bellows and internal spring provide loading on the
Ieadscrew to help eliminate backlash, the leadscrew is accurately ground to minimize total composite lead error, and
the leadscrew nut is fitted to the screw to eliminate radial

Sealing
Bellows

Leadscrew
Assembly

Cavity
Output Shaft
Potentiometel

Input
Shaft

O-Ring Seal
Oscillator
Circuit
Substrales

Choke Sections

Drive Housing

Coupling Bellows

Drive Transmission

T u n i n gR o d

Cover O-Ring Seal

Fig. 6. Sectionview of the cavity and drive system
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dc-CoupledFM for
Microwave Signal Generators
Fig. 1 showshow dc-coupledFM is providedin the 86834/8
and 86844/8SignalGenerators.
The front-panelinputsignalis
appliedat the inputof a resistivenetworkwhosegain changes
wrth temperature.The temperature-compensating
block then
feedsemitter-follower
Q1a,whichdrivesthe leftsignalstringof
shapingdiodes.Witha low inputimpedanceat e2a,semitter,the
linearFM inputvoltageis appliedacrossthe diodes.CommonbaseamplifierQ2a divertsthe resultingexponential
currentinto
load resistorRr. The voltageacrossR1is ampliliedano passeo
to the varactors,which couple the FM signal into the tuning
cavityof the microwaveoscillator(see page 21).
Therightstringof diodesactsprincipally
as a biascircuitforthe
leftstringof signaldiodes.V"a drawsapproximately
one milliampere throughQ]b, the right stringof diodes,diode-connected
Q2b, and resistorRb. Assumingboth sides of the circuitare
balanced,the resuitingvoltageat Q2b's base causesone mil_
lrampereto flow throughthe signalstringof diodes.As the ambrenttemperature
aroundthe diodeschanges,the currentIn the
rightstringof diodesremainsconstant.Thusthe voltageacross
thediodestendsto changeaccordingto the characteristic
diode
equation;
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This changingvoltageis coupledto the base of e2a, thereby
stabilizingthe qurescentcurrentin the signaldiodes.On the
p r i n t e dc i r c u i t b o a r d ,t h e s i g n a la n d b i a s d i o d e s a l t e r n a t e ,
therebyminimizingthe effectsof temperature
gradientson the
board.In addrtion,the temperature-sensitive
resistorin rnegarn
blockis mountedcloseto the diodes,allowingit to compensate
f o r t h e s i g n a ld j o d e s 'c h a n g i n gi n c r e m e n t arle s i s t a n c e
wtrn
temperature.
The restof the FM subsystemconsistsof a videoamplifierand
meteringcircuitry The video amplifier,which js dc-coupledto
preservetne dc componentof the shaped signal, has two
bandwidth-reduction
circuitsto reduceanyphasenoiseconrnDutionsfrom the FM board when the instrumentis not in the FM
mode.One clrcuitreducesthe bandwidthol the feedbackloop
and the other introducesa low-passcircuiton the outputof the
video amplifier.When FM is selectedon the front panel,the
amplifier
bandwidthextendsbeyond35 MHz,therebyallowingfor
the significantharmonicsof the exponentially
shapedsignal.
The meteringschemefeaturesa peak-reading
voltmeterthat
measuresthe modulation
voltagefromthe Fl\,4
verniercontro{on
the front panel. Upon commandfrom the microprocessor,
the
positiveand negativepeakvoltagesof the inputsignalare mea-

play. This helps to minimize any offset loading of the sealing bellows, eliminating moments that could cause the
tuning rod to wander within the cavity.
A cast aluminum housing encloses the transmission and
serves as a mount for the oscillator. This housing is secured
within the instrument by eight shock mounts that isolate
the oscillator from vibrations. This is necessary because the
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sured. The peak voltageis read over a sampletrme interval
determinedby the cycletimeof the instrument's
firmware.Once
read,the microprocessor
usesan EPROI\4
tableof varactorsen_
sitivityversusmicrowave
f requencyto computethe FMdeviatlon.
The displayshowsa peak deviationcalculatedas one-halfthe
peak-to-peakdeviation.Sincethe positiveand negativepeak
detectorsare dc-coupled,the true positiveand negativepeaks
are read. Thusthe modulationschemeis relatedto lhe actual
peak voltageand not calibratedto sinewaves.

- Vcc
Video
Amplifier

Microwave
Oscillator

Inpul

Fig. 1, Frequencymodulationinput circuit of the g683AlBand
8684A1
B SignalGenerators.
A rear-panelphase-lockinput is routedthrougha resistrve
attenuator
intobiastransistor
Q2b The resistrve
dividerprovides
an overallsensitivity
of 5 MHz/Vand an inputimpedanceover 1
kO. Sincethe FM videoamplifieroperatesat reducedbanowrdtn
whenthe FM is off, widebandphaselockingoccursonlywhenthe
FMison.
-James Thalmann

tuning rod is a resonant, cantilevered beam, so any movement of the rod results in a frequency change. Since
mechanical vibrations coupled to the tuning rod result in
frequency changes at the rate of the vibration, this would
appear as unwanted frequency modulation or residual F'M.

HermeticEnvironment
The circuits must be protected from moisture and contamination. The cavity side of the base plate is sealed from
the environment by an O-ring seal under the cover flange.
On the other side of the base plate is a hermetic metal
bellows assembly, which provides a flexible seal for transferring the leadscrew motion to the tuning rod. The oscillator is evacuated and then backfilled with dry nitrogen.
The final seal is made by tightening the bellows assembly
against an O-ring in the base plate.

TemperatureCompensation
A desirable feature in most electronic equipment is that
performance be flat or constant with temperature. One
specification that we actively sought was that the oscillator
frequency not vary with temperature. Since the frequency at
which the oscillator resonates is a function of how far the
tuning rod projects beyond the cavity floor, any change in
this distance results in a frequency shift. This distance may
be changed by expansion or contraction of the tuning rod
and cavity parts as a result of a temperature change.
Referring to Fig. 6, notice that the thermal expansion path
of the cavity is quite different from that of the tuning rod.
The tuning rod path starts with the leadscrew assembly and
includes the bellows, the tuning rod flange, and the tuning
rod. The cavity thermal expansion path starts at the
leadscrew assembly, continues with the aluminum drive
casting and base plate, and ends with the lower cavity
pieces. The two paths are designed to minimize the change
in apparent length of the tuning rod within the cavity over
temperature, thereby maximizing frequency stability with
temperature.
The drive housing proved to be an effective variable in
the above synthesis. Changes in the length and alloy ofthe
housing helped to minimize frequency drift with temperature. Isolating large expansion contributors and minimizing their lengths and therefore their effects also proved
useful.
Precision Machining
Many of the fabricated parts used in the oscillators are
critical because they are integral parts of the microwave
system. Excellent surface finishes, sharp burr-free corners
and edges, and closely controlled fits are required to op-
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timize their microwave performance. The parts used for
positioning the tuning rod and accurately maintaining its
concentric location within the choke sections have very
tight tolerances. A key factor in the successful production of
these parts was the early involvement of manufacturing
engineering with the project team. The manufacturing engineers developed precision fabrication processes and determined what new machines would be necessary to produce these parts. Metrology played an important role; initial runs of parts were meticulously measured and the measurements recorded. By reviewing this data we were able to
adjust tolerance limits for manufacturing producibility and
still maintain interchangeability of these parts. This led to
the development of many special gauges needed for production. Materials and alloys were selected to enhance
machinability, consistent with microwave performance.
Proper heat treating, stress relieving, and handling ofthese
materials is as important as the machining processes in
assuring a high yield of precise parts.
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PulseLeveling
A Wide-Dynamic-Range
Scheme
by James F. Catlin

HE AUTOMATIC LEVEL CONTROL (ALC) system
in the 8683,\/8 and 8684,\/8 Signal Generatorsis
noteworthy among microwave generators in two
principal ways. First, a wide-dynamic-range level vernier provides the convenience of continuous power control
over a range an order of magnitude greater than most
microwave sources. As a result, the total operating power
range of the instrument is broadened without the costly
effort of developing a step attenuator with more than the
standard 110 dB of control range. Second, by using a
sampled feedback technique, pulsed microwave output
Ievel is maintained to within 0.5 dB of the CW output under
similar operating conditions. Severe duty cycles complicate this task significantly. In human terms, the worstcase specified pulse duty cycle is comparable to waiting
a week for a one-minute event to occur. Typical instruments
achieve duty cycles comparable to a one-minute event
occurring only once every two and one-half months! Under
similar duty cycle conditions for pulsed microwave output, it is apparent that synchronization, settling time and
hold droop are key concerns in the design of the sampled
ALC.
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Wide Dynamic Range
A wide-dynamic-range level control is not immediately
achievable in conventional ALC systems because of the
limitations of the output level peak detector. This component is the most complex in its power level nonlinearities
and the most critically affected by ambient temperature
variations. Yet signal generators continue to rely on them
for output level information because of their simplicity and
low cost. It is well known that diode detectors exhibit a
square-law response at low power levels and a linear response at high power levels, but there exists no sharp demarcation between the two regions. For this reason, traditional signal generators function at low detector power
levels to be assured of consistent square-law operation and
are restricted to the smallest dynamic range allowable to
prevent detected outputs from vanishing into the system
noise. (The output of the detector undergoes twice the
dynamic range as the input because of the square law.) In
addition, a logarithmic amplifier must follow the detector
to provide a linearized conection signal.
The BoB3A/B and 8684A/8 Signal Generators are not subject to these same limitations, thanks to a novel loop design
using two detectors instead of one. Referring to the ALC

Oscillator
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\
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Modulatol

Amplifier

_TLN_

\

contiilrous tSllfj:'

Thermal
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I
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Amplifier
(Summing Point)

|
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Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of the automatic level control loop of the 86838 and 86848 Signal
Generators.TheALC loop in the A models doesnot contain the pulse modulationcomponents.
loop block diagram, Fig. 1, the summing junction of the
feedback system is the 20-dB differential amplifier. This
summing point has a reference input and a feedback input
Iike other ALC systems. However, in this configuration,
both inputs are derived from detectors. The advantage is
simple. If the detectors are similar in sensitivity and the dc
loop gain is sufficiently high, then under settled conditions
the incident power to the detectors will be equal. This
condition exists whether the detector is operating in the
square-law region, the linear region, or even the uncharacterized transition region between square and linear. This
design allows the addition of an extra 35 dB of level control
to the 1 10-dB step attenuator to cover a total output range of
145 dB, from -130 dBm to +15 dBm.
. Another advantage of the two-detector system is its
inherent temperature compensation. Any temperature fluctuations near the detectors will affect their sensitivity, but
thermal coupling between the two detector packages insures that the effect is nearly equally shared. There is no
need for elaborate thermistor compensation anywhere in
the ALC circuitry. To maintain temperature tracking, the
more thermally massive microwave detector contains a
hole in its body that completely surrounds the reference
detector, which is mounted in a simple TO-18 transistor
case. Since neither device generates any heat, there is no
significant thermal gradient between devices.
There are, however, two consequences to the doubledetector system. Most apparent is the need for an accurate
power source to drive the reference detector. The design
and function of this power reference oscillator are described on page 28. The other consequence is the characteristic of the control loop to exhibit widely varying openIoop gains as power level is changed, since the detector

diode is in the feedback loop. The ultimate danger here is
the possibility of loop instability, but the ,effect is more
commonly perceived as an inconsistency in AM performance, since open-loop gain dictates AM bandwidth.
To address this problem, it is advantageous to identify
which systern components affect open-loop gain. Normally,
any functional block in series in the control loop contributes to open-loop gain in direct proportion to its own
small-signal gain. For example, if the microwave amplifier
fluctuates in gain by 10 dB across the frequency band ofthe
instrument, so will the open-loop gain of the ALC system.
Variations of output power from the microwave oscillator
will similarly affect the total loop gain by changing the
sensitivity of the modulator inside the ALC loop.
Observing the unleveled output power, it is not uncommon at these frequencies to see the effects of the microwave
components as variations of 15 dB or more over the instrument's operating band. The ALC loop gain can be made
insensitive to these variations by incorporating a modulator
shaping scheme that produces an exponential control function. As the modulator then regulates power in opposition
to these microwave variations to produce a constant output
level, it also changes its own small-signal gain proportionally (d exp(x)idx:exp[x)), thus maintaining a constant loop
gain as well. However, the exponential modulator is not
without drawbacks.
Like the ALC detector, the modulator sensitizes the loop
gain to output power level in a one-to-one dB correspondence. The customary approach to this compound gain
variation is to configure the ALC with a logarithmic
amplifier directly following the detector. This was avoided
because the log amplifier's rise time depends on signal
Ievel, and this would have compromised pulse perfor(continuedon page 29)
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An Accurate RF Power
Reference Oscillator
An immediateconsequenceof the two-detectorlevelingsystem describedin the accompanyingarticleis the need tor an RF
power reference.The referenceis detected in the same manner
as the microwaveoutputsignaland the ALC loopforcesthe signal
generator'soutput levelto mimicthe power reference.Amplitude
modulationof the microwavesourcecan be accomplishedsimply
by modulatingthis same power reference.Providedthat the ALC
systemhas enoughbandwidthand dynamicrange,the generator
willexhibitthesamerateand deothof AM asthe modulatedoower
reference.
The blockdiagramof the powerreferenceoscillatoris shownin
Fig. 1. At its heart is a f ree-runningoscillatorthat operatesat 30
MHz. This frequencyis far enough above the highestAM rates
(-100 kHz) to be easily filtered out of the carrier after peak
detection.However,it is not so high as to precludethe design of
simple and accurate RF power generatingcircuitry.The modulator,peak detectorand operationalamplifierconstitutea local
levelingloop that regulatesthe RF level to hold the RF voltage
proportional
to the dc inputat the invertinginputof the operational
amplifier.With the peak RF voltagelevelsafterthe modulatoras
high as 10 volts,the operatingrangeof the peakdetectorcan be
assumedlinearoverawidedynamic
range.Thissignalisstepped
down by the transformerto provideproperoutputlevelsup to +5
dBm,whichcan be furtherattenuatedwiththe - 10-dBattenuator,
The systemmicroprocessorswitchesin the attenuatorin all but
the highest-power
rangeof - 10dBm to + 15dBm.Whentheuser
switchesfromthe highest-powerrangeto the nextlowerrangethe
1o-dBstep comesfromthis attenuatorand not the 110-dBoutput
step attenuator.This helps achieve the instrument's145 dB of

level control using only a 110-dBmicrowavestep attenuator.
Control Signal
The remainderof the circuitprovidesthe controlsignalused in
the local leveling loop as a referencefor setting the peak RF
voltage.Sinceit is the RFvoltagethat is Iinearlycontrolledand not
the RF power,amplitudemodulation
is a simpletaskof summing
the externalAM signalwith the dc referenceafter properweighting. The summingamplifiershown near the externalAM input
combines a stable dc referencewith the externalAM signal in
sucha way as to allowa 100o/o/V
influenceon the summer'soutput
by the AM signal. Since this voltage is proportionalto the RF
outputvoltage,a linearAM capabilityis achievedwiththe same
externalsensitivityol 100"/"1V.
Theoutputof thesummingamplifieris appliedto themultiplying
digital-to-analogconverter (DAC) as a current reference.The
DAC output current,scaled linearlyto the binary value of the
goes to a currentdigitalten-bitword from the microprocessor,
whichdrivesa precision
voltagedivider.One
to-voltage
converter
f romthisdivider
of the fourtapschosenby the analogmultiplexer
continueson to becomethe RFvoltagereference.Withtwelvebits
to controlpowerlevel,ten at the DAC and two at the multrplexer,
computesthe properdigitalwordslo ensure
the microprocessor
that the output power levelsare consistentwith the.displayed
levels.Thetaps of the voltagedividerprovide12-dBsteps,while
the DAC fills in the fine steps betweentaps.The fine resolution
variesfrom0,03dB/bitto 0.008dB/bitand aooearscontinuous
to
theuser.Sincedirectcontrolof theoutputlevelis exercisedby the
microprocessor,correctionsfor variationsin microwavecompo-
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Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of the RF power reference circuit used in the 8683A18and 8684A18
SignalGenerators.
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nents such as the attenuator,coupler, and detector are easily
implementedby storingthem in ROM for the microprocessorto
use in its computations.
The operationalamplifierfollowingthe analog multiplexerbulfers the multiplexerchannel to avoid voltage-droperrors and
shapes the voltageto compensatefor detector nonlinearitiesat
low power levels. An offset ad.justmenthere compensatesfor
accumulateddc errorsat the local levelingloop.
To display the AM depth percentagefor the user the microprocessorperiodicallyreadsthe voltagesof the two peak detectors shown at the external AM input. By measuring both the
positiveand the negative peak voltagesof the AM signal, the
microprocessorcan eliminatethe effectsof any applied dc component. The displayed depth is computed from the two peak
voltagesusing the equation,

mance.Instead,a simple variable-gainelement is incorporated following the integrator.Its linear Sain is an inverse
exponentialfunction of an applied control voltage.A suitable voltage to drive this gain element was easily found in
the wiper voltage of the front-panel level vernier potentiometer, thus resolving the loop-gain variations.
Leveled Pulse Power
An interestingfeatureof the ALC systemis the placement
of the pulse modulator inside the control loop. Here variations in the insertion loss of the modulator do not contribute
to power level variations, allowing the pulse level to be
accuratelymaintained to within 0.5 dB of the similar CW
setting. When the microwave power is turned off by the
pulse modulator, the feedbacksystemis broken and a hold
mode is enabledwhich maintains the last correctbias level
in the ALC modulator until the next pulse arrives. If this
were not done, the ALC would respond inconectly by increasingthe microwave level until the averageof the detector output becameequal to the referencedetector voltage.
Instead,the sampling switch ensruesthat the only portion
of the signal processedby the system is the flat portion of
the pulse waveform after the rising edge has settled and
before the falling edge begins. The relationships between
the various pulse signals are shown in Fig. 2. Notice the
accurate coincidence of the sampling switch drive pulse
and the pulse replica from the 2O-dBdifferential amplifier.

^ mPutsesource
Amplified Detector
Replica
Delayed Rising
Edge
Sampling Switch
Orive

'ffi
Fig. 2. Timing relationshipsin pulse mode. Letters correspond to labeled nodes in the circuit of Fig. 1.
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To facilitatea fast-fallingdisplayof modulationdepth, the microprocessor resets the largetime-constantpeak detectors after
everyreading.Hence,a suddendrop in AM signallevelwill be
properlydisplayedafteronly two microprocessorinstrumentcycles insteadof the nearly30 seconds requiredfor nonresetpeak
detectors.
-James Catlin

In the pulse mode, the systemintegratorservesas the hold
device with a larger-than-normal integrating capacitor
switched into effect, while a series FET sampling switch
aheadof the integrator breaksthe feedbackIoop when the
microwave power is off.
With this sample-and-hold technique, the microwave
pulse replica presentat the sampling switch must have rise
and fall times less than 20 ns to ensure enough sampling
window to level a 100-ns-widepulse accurately.Hence,the
detector contains a small (3 pF) storagecapacitor and is
heavily loadedto provide fast transitions.The 20-dBdifferential amplifier has a video bandwidth of at least 40 MHz,
yielding a rise time less than 10 ns.
Although synchronousoperationof the sampling switch
and pulse modulator is inherent becauseof the common
pulse signal source, various time delays throughout the
systemmust be equalizedto ensureaccuratesampling window position. The delay shown beforethe sampling switch
driver is a delay equalizerthat predominantly affectsonly
the rising edge of the pulse. While this delay component
ensuresthat the rising edge of the sampling waveform occurs afterthe replica's rising edge,the microwave path and
the 20-dBamplifier provide enoughnatural systemdelay to
keep the falling edgeof the samplepulse well aheadof that
of the replica.The result is a sampling pulse that is centered
on and narrower than the pulse replica from the detector.
Finally, to keep the offsetcurrent of the sampling switch
from injecting small packetsof chargeon every switching
hansition, an equal and opposite charge injection is accomplished beforethe sampling switch with the capacitor
shown in Fig. 1. To ensurethat this capacitorand various
parasitic capacitancesbetweenthe sampling node and the
samplerdriver are dischargedin advanceof the pulse level
information, a low impedanceis connectedafterthe differential amplifier to maintain a low impedance before the
sampling switch. This circuit is active only during pulse
mode operation.
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Microwave Solid-State Amplifiers and
Modulators for Broadband Signal Generators
by Kim PotterKihlstrom
The amplrfierand modulatorsectionsof the 86834/8 and
86844/8MicrowaveSignalGeneratorsprovideamplitudemodulation,pulsemodulation,
and levelcorrectingcapabilities
as well
as increasedpower output and isolationof the source from the
load.Thesectionsconsistof two assemblies.
Thefirstassembly
containsone stageof amplification
followedby a PIN-diodemodulatorwhich providesthe automaticlevel control (ALC) and
amplitudemodulation
capabilities.
Nextin thisassemblyarethree
more stagesof amplification
whtch increasepoweroutputand
isolation
betweenthe oscillator
and the load,andthena low-pass
harmonicfilter.ThesecondassemblycontainsanotherPINmodulatorspecially
designedfor pulsemodulatjon
(86838and 86848
packagedhybridintegrated
only).Eachassemblyis a separately
microcircuit.

8683A and B instrumentsand for the 86844 and B. Pulsemodulatorsaretailoredto the specificrequirements
of the 86838and
86848separately.
However,sincethe amplifiersare functionally
similar,as arethe pulsemodulators,
onlythe detailsof the BOB4B
componentswill be describedhere.
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Fig.3. Harmonic filter equivalent

Amplifiers
Theactivedevicesused in the amplifiersare galliumarsenide
Schottky-barrier
L_______
field-effect
(GaAsFETs).The device
transistors
is an HPproprietary
designlor medium-power,
high-gainapplicaFig. 1, Gate se/f-brasscheme.
tions.lt is used in a common-source
configuration
with 6.5 volts
gatecircuitas modeledin Fig.1. lf the
drainbiasand a self-biased
Circuitelementsare typicallythin-film(Cr-Au)transmrssron RC time constantis much greaterthan the period of the milinesot appropriateimpedancesand lengths.However,some
crowaveinputsignal,the capacitorwillchargeto the peakvalue
cnrp componentsare used
of the inputsignaland providethe negativegate bias.This arOne stage of amplification
rangement
is placed betweenthe ALC modassuresthatthe gate biasis alwaysas smallas possiulatorand the oscillatorto provideabout 25 dB of isolationto
ble for maximumStagegain.
reducefrequencypullingduring normalALC operationas tne
TheFETsaremountedon a gold-platedmolybdenumpedestal
modulatorimpedancechanges.The remainingthreestagesof
to obtaingood heat sinkingand the gate and drain pads are
amplification
are placedafterthe ALC modulatorto compensate
bondedto adjacentsubstrates(seeFig.6). The sourcepadsare
for its lossand for the lossof the followingpulsemodulator.
bondeddirectlyto the pedestal.
The
pulse modulatorfollowsall amplification
Input, interstage,and output matching circuits were synto avoid any amplifier
nonlinearities
thatmightbe introducedby high-speed
t h e s i z e d a n d o p t i m i z e d u s i n g c o m p u t e r - a i d e dd e s i g n
switching.
Sixdifferentmicrocircuit
techniques.
assemblies
The interstage
weredesignedforthefour
matchingis designedto havea transinstruments.
Different
amplilierconfigurations
missionresponsethat increaseswithfrequencyto helpcompenarerequiredforthe
sateforthe FETs'decreasinggain-versus-frequency
characterisBias
Matching
tic. However,the gain is allowedto retaina somewhathighervalue
at the lowJrequencyend of the band to providea low-passeffect
to attenuatethe in-bandharmonrcsof low-endsignals.
Stabilityat the low-frequencyend of the band is ensured by
using a resistiveshunt networkat the FET gates to reduce the
circuitQ. As shownin Fig.2, the resistoris connectedthrougha
transmission
lineand a blockingcapacitorto ground.Thetrans-

:
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Fig. 2. lnterstage coupling network.
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Fig. 4. Easic modulator circuit.

wavelength
longat the high-frequency
missionlineis one-quarter
end of the band, effectivelyremovingthe effectsof the resistorto
obtain maximumgain where it is most critical.This improves
stabilityat the low end of the band withouta sacrificein performanceat the high end.
further,a low-passfilteris includedat the
To reduceharmonics
amplifieroutput.To achieveoptimumoperationover the wide
the filter cutofffrequencyis
bandwidthsof these instruments,
switchedfrom in-bandto out-of-bandas the signalfrequencyis
design is used, as
increased.A three-poleCauer-Chebyschev
shownin Fig,3, withthe diodeto switchthe extracapacitancein
ltnesas
usestransmission
the leg to ground.The implementation
lumped-element
approximations.
ALC and Pulse Modulators
Thebasicdesignsof theALC and pulsemodulatoisaresimilar,
eachhavingfourshunfconnectedPINdiodes,as shownin Fig 4.
In
are on whenthe diodesare reverse-biased.
The modulators
this condition,the diodes appear as small capacitorsand the
linesare pickedto
transmission
lengthsof the interconnecting
match the capacitancefor minimuminsertionloss. The modand appearas
ulatorsareoffwhenthediodesareforward-biased
is determinedby
Thedynamicrangeof the modulators
resistors.
the minrmumfonvardresistanceof the diodes.
forthe pulsemodulatorand
Thediodesareselecteddifferently
the ALC modulatorto optimizetheir respectivefunctions.The
pulsemodulatordiodesare selectedfor speed of responseand
at foMard biasto obtainmaximumpulserise
lowseriesresistance
ot the ALC modtimesand on/offratios.The maincharacteristic
ulatordiodesis a smoothseriesresistanceas a functionof bias
rangeof 70 dB.
currentand a dynamicattenuation
A curve of typical on/off ratio and a samplingoscilloscope
pictureof the microwavepulseoutputfor the pulsemodulatoris
shownin Fig. 5.
The outputof the pulsemodulatoris sentthrougha three-pole
high-passfilterto minimize{eedthrough
of the videocontrolsignals used to oulsethe diodes.
modFig.6 showsthe microcircuitlayoutof an amplifier/ALC
is at thecenterwiththelourdiodesmounted
ulator,Themodulator
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on a carrierthatfunctionsas thegroundplaneand the f loorof the
package.The diodes are shunt-connected
betweena 50-ohm
gold meshtransmission
lineand the groundplane.A coverover
lineminimizessionalleakthe diodesand the meshtransmission
age.
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microwavepulse as seen on a samplingoscilloscope.Peak
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onloff ratio for the 86848.
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Fig. 6. Amplifierl ALC modulator.
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nent characterizations, to Dieter Scherer for technical guidance, to Bob Waldron and Chris Rasmussen for innovative
mechanical design of the detector, to Bob Cirner for his
expert aid in juggling the over 900 components of the ALC
circuitry, and to Phil Hollenhorst for moral support.
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